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PROBLEX AREAS OF BF,GINNING TEACHERS

OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
SmTION I
INTRODUCTION
A beginning teacher in vocational agricultu�e is confronted by
many problems when he begins his teaching career.

Some of these

prob�ems are temporary and are mastered by the indivi.dual in a short
time.

Some are not immediate, but appear as the teacher gains more_

experience.

'lhese, also, � be mastered in a short period o_f time.

Still other problems arise that .become ever-pre�ent ones and, in
spite of all the initiative and experience the teacher can muster,
they will still. confront him.
'!he writer, like all �ocational agriculture teachers, is con
cerned with these problems.

He has completed four years of teaching

vocational agriculture, three years'in � established department and
one year in setting up a new department.

The first department con

tained twenty-eight students; the second had forty-one.In this stud;y the writer is attempting to determine the prob
lems of the ·beginning teacher of vocational agriculture.

He believes

that this research has not been previously conducted in South Dakota.
This stud;y includes forty-one vocational agricuiture instructors
teaching in South Dakota for the

1953-.54 school year.

'lbree of these

teachers had their beginning experience in other states and their
answers were given on that b��.

These instructors taught in Iowa,

l

t

Minnesota, and Wyoming respectively.

However, they received their

teacher training at South Dakota State College.

Only one teacher

contacted did not have his training at the above institution.
Some problems are products of an individual or local situation •
However, the writer is more interested in those major problems that
confront a large number of beginning teachers, with the hope that
something can b e done du.ring the teacher training period to alleviate
some of them.

3

SIDTION II

roRPOSE
Every yea:r men enter the field of teaching vocational agriculture
in South Dakota high schools.

Most of them go into established de

partments and a few begin new departments.

All these beginning teach

ers have completed approximately the same preparatory undergraduate
training.
ers?

What are the problems that confront these beginning teach

Is there any difference between the problems of a teacher start

ing in an established department and one in a new department?

'What

can be done in teacher training to help solve these problems?

'lhese

are all important questions to vocational agriculture in South Dakota.
'!be primary purpo�e of this study is to determine the majo�
problems of the beginning teacher in vocationai. agriculture and,
With this infonnation, attempt to overcome some of these difficulties
through the teacher training department at South Dakota State College.
To carry out this purpose a check-list questionnaire was set up.

'!be

main problem areas and the specific area under each. were framed to
fit South Dakota vocational agriculture departments.

'!he itams were

selected on the basis of the writer's experiences, his familiarity
with the vocational agriculture program in South Dakota, and contacts
with other vocational agriculture teachers.

Reference was also made

to a similar stuey conducted by Scott and Hlipps in filinois. l
The secondary purpose of this stuey is to determine� great
difference in the problems of a beginning t eacher going into an es
tablished department and one starting a new deparbnent.

The writer

1. M. J. Scott and L. J. Fhipps, "Assistance Needed by First
Year Teachers, "
!!!i_., December 1951, pp. 140-141.

y_. �

4
also wishes to discover if' there is arq great difference in the
problems of teachers With three months' experience compare<:! to
teachers who have completed one to three years of teaching.

5

S�TION III

PROCEOORE
In order to detennine the major problems ot the beginning teacher
in agriculture, teachers with a max:iJnum of three ·years' experience
were contacted.

The sampling number would have been too small to

arrive at. any justifiable conclusions if only the actual beginners
were used.
Information was obtained by sending out two check-list type
questionnaires (Appendices A. and B).

One questionnaire (Appendix

A) was prepared for problems in establis�ed departments 1:1Mer six
major problem areas:

Classroom Teaching, Farm Jdechanics, Future

Farmers of America, Supervised .Fanning, Community Relationships,
and School Relationships.

Under
each of the major
problem areas,
.
-<

. specific problems were µsted.

The number varied and a total of

eighty items was listed.
The other questio�e (Append.:ix B) was set up for teachers
starting new departments.

It included the same major problem areas

and contained a total ot eighty-three specific problems to be checked.
In both questionnaires, the teacher
had the choice of
checking an
.
.
item as either a definite problem, a partial problem, or no problem.
At the end of each of the main areas, space was given for other
problems if' the teacher felt some item which he considered a problem
was not included.
In addition to diViding the teachers starting new departments
from those in established departments, groupings were also based on
length of experience.

Instructors with three months I experience were

called new teachers and those with one, two, and- three years of teach
ing were call.ad experienced teachers.

This resu.lted in four .final.

6
categories:

experienced teachers in established departments; new

teach�rs in established departments; experienced teachers in new
departments; and newr teachers in new deparj;ments.
Questionnaires were handed out at the Vocational Agriculture
Teacher's Conference at ·Sturgis, South Dakota, in August, 1953, to
the twenty-nine instructors who had completed one, two, and three
years o:f teaching.

In December, 1953, the remaining twelve teachers,

who had just completed three months of teaching, received their
questionnaires by mail.
A follow-up letter was sent to those who did.n •t respond.
another letter

and a copy of the questionnaire were s ent.

Later,

Some per

sonal contacts were made, and 100 per cent return was ultimately
achieved.

As the questionnaires were returned, the problem items

: our categories into 'Which the teachers had
were tallied under the f
been divided.
To determine which problems were the most frequ�nt, the largest
grouping (nineteen experienced teachers in established departments)
was treated st,atistically, but the writer felt the other groups '!fere
too small and al.lowed :for. too much s�ling error by this method, so
these l{ere treated by empirical means.

New and experienced. teachers

who established new departments were combined into one group since.
there were only three new teachers who established n� departments.
This sampling was considered too small to . give an accurate picture
of the situation, even by empirical means.
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SmTION IV
REV:mf OF LITERATURE
In this stuey the problems of beginning teachers in vocational
agriculture are being presented with the hope that future training
of prospective teachers can take these difficulties into considera
tion and proVide a remedy for some of th�.

In order to determine

these problems one must investigate the actual teaching situation.
Phipps of the University of Illinois conducted a stuey involv
ing twenty-six beginning vocational agriculture teachers in Illinois
in 1947-48, as part of a more inclusive stu<:t'", to ind4cate the types
of training needed for prospective teachers.
than

75

He found that more

per cent of the beginning twenty-s:ix teachers reported their

preservice training was inadequate in the follo,:ing activities:
l. Instructing farm mechanics
2. Directing and supervising farming programs
J. Advising the Future Farmers of America
Conducting parliamentary procedure contests 2

4.

Phipps concluded that "all necessary training can probably not

be given before

a person becomes engaged in the job of !,eaching. n3

Concerning the problems that arose

from this study , Fhipps

recommended three types of improvement in the teacher training pro
gram.

They are:
"l. A realistic attention in undergraduate courses to the special
and unique problems which beginning teachers confront during
their first year of teaching.
2. An increased opportunity for participating experiences in
a greater proportion of the activities.
3. An organized and systematic progrcqn of internship and/or
follow-up for beginning teachers. 11 4

2. L. J. Phipps, "Problems of Beginning Teachers", �- Fd. �·,
August, 1949, p. 35.
3.�

4.

Ibid.

8
A .follow-up of this study was conducted by

Scott

and Phipps

in 1950-51 involVing .forty-two beginning teachers of vocational
agriculture in IJJ1nois.

Table I gives a swmna.ry

or

the number of

problem areas and how they rated.

TABLE I*
SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS OF FORTY-TWO BEGINNING TEACHERS

BY PROBLEU AREAS

Total Returns

Problem Areas
Selecting, securing and Filing
&hl.cational Materials

FFA

56

55

:iipervised Farming.

42

Student BehaVior and Guidance

L1

Course Materials and Teaching Methods

32

Jhildings and Facilities

32

Veterans

29

Adult-Farmer Classes

28

26

Ad.visor,r Councils

25

Organization of Time
Farm Shop

23

Admini$tration of Vocational
Agriculture Program

20

Relationships

16

Evaluation

11

Young Farmer Education

*8cott and Phipps, 2£_.

£!!• ,

p. 140.

9
These teachers enrolled in a course for beginning t eachers,
made their ollll problem lists , and brought them to class.

The prob

lems suggested by the beginning teachers were di�ded into problem
areas and swmnarized according to their frequency.
In the conclusions of this study, Scott and Hlipps detennined
that beginning teachers had problems which were covered in their
und.ergrachiate training courses rather thoroughly, but which had little
meaning . for them until they actually came in contact with them on
the job .

Maey or the problems suggested by the b eginning teachers

were the same as those fac ed by experienced teachers .

Some of the

problems are the products or a local situation.
The forty-two beginning teachers recognized a wide variety or
specific problems .

They felt inadequate in th ei r quest for teac�g

materials and filing th�.

The FFA area was clouded with problems .

The authors of the study felt that the results clearly indicated the
need for a cours e for first-year teachers .
Montgomery, in a study of teachers ' professional problems in
Alabama, included 252 teachers , 20 per c ent of which were in their
first year.

He states in his summary :

"The rank o f ·the ten areas of pro fessional problems on the basis
of the average number of problem items in the areas checked by
as many as 20% of the teachers were : (1 ) Teaching all day boys ,
3 0; ( 2 ) Ad.Vising an FFA cha:pter, 11; ( 3 ) Providing · adequate
phys ical facilities , 10; (4) Maintaining favorable community
relationships , 6 ( (5 ) Maintaining favorable professional rela
tionships ,
(6; Teaching young· and adult fanners , 6; (7 ) Dis
covering needs and s etting goals , 4; ( 8 ) Placing and ·rollowing
up students , 4; (9 ) Evaluating the program, 4; and (10 ) Keeping
records and making reports , 3 . n5

o;

5 . Robert W. Montgomery, " Professional Needsa of Teachers of
Vocational. Agriculture in - Alabama and Their Implications for In
Service Education" , Ph . D. Thesis, 1952.

10
Montgomery's recommendations included "organization of ·� ·
advisory committee composed of supervisors, teachers and teacher
trainers 'Who could as�ist in planning, promoting, and . evaluation
of inservice training. n6
In the three studies reviewed here there is a difference in
scope and content; yet, many similarities in the problems of be
ginning teachers ma;y be noted.

A dvising the FFA Chapter was an out

standing problem in all three studies.

Problems that are similar

in two of the three studies are in the areas of f a.nn mechanics or
shop, supervised fanning, teaching all day boys, and physical facili
ties.
A close relationship mq also be seen
made upon completion of the studies.

in

the recommendations

That teacher training should

be re-evaluated in the light of the resul't,s of the studies was a
blanket recommendation. ·

In addition , two of the studies reconnnend-

ed a follow-up or a course for first year teachers in vocational agri
culture.

6. Ibid.
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SEI:TION V

�ULTS OF THE STUDY
A.

Summary of the Study of Nineteen Experienced Teachers
In � tablished Departments

The largest group of teachers contacted was nineteen experienced
teachers in established departments.

In summarizing the · results of

this group, statistical treatment was used.

50 :50

hypothesis using

fic ance.
isticians.

x2

(Chi-Square) at a

The writer tested a

5

per cent level signi

This is considered a sound basis for conclusions by st at
In the use of

x2 ,

the sampling distribution is known and

it can be used for testing hypotheses.

It fits well where the de

parture of observed frequencies is to be tested in relation to what
one would expect to obtain on the basis of a g iven hypothesis.
In testing the 50:$0 hypothesis, the definite problem and par
tial problem tallies were c ombined to be tre ated statistic� in _ re
lation to the no problem total.

By this statistical method, if four

teen or more teachers checked an item as a definite or partial prob
lem, it was significant.

The fact that the teacher could check either

definite problem or partial -problem assisted in locating the most
significant problems.

If two items had the sanie number of checks in

these two columns , the one With the larg �r number of definite problems
would be the mo re signific a nt of the two.

The value of the three

categories proved essential in reaching conclusions on the smaller
groups , which had to be treated by obs ervation chl.e to the likelihood
of the sampling error .
In the Classroom Teaching area (Table I), the following are sig
nificant problems , listed according to rank :
1� Plann:i ng time f'or indiV'idual inst�ction
2. lhdgeting time

TABLE I
CLASSROOM TEACHIN G

Problem Area

•., 1-'i

I

1- . S�lecting an d purchasing additional
supplies and materials
2 . Developing course outlines
3 . Planning ins truction·a1 uni ts and
preparing daily lesson plans
4. Teaching classes effectively

5 . Condu cting supervised s tudy

6. Discipline or improving behavior of

students
7 . Organi zing and determining how best
to use books , · bulletin s , pamphlets
and periodicals
8 . Inventory of items in department
9 . Filing materials
10 . Planning time for individual instruction
11 . Using student notebooks
12. Maintaining student interest
13 . Coping with individual differen ces
14. Budgeting time
1 5 . Planning and conducting field trips
16. Use of visual materials ( films , slide s ,
filmstrips , etc . )
17 . Evaluation of student' s work

N ineteen Experienced
Teachers

N ine N ew Teachers

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

Definite Partial .N o
Problem Probl em Problem

� .., .

0
2

11
13

8

1
0

3

1
1

11
12
6

5
6
12

0

1

8

4
1
6

10
6
6
12

4
6
4

10
10
10
8

5

3
2

2

1

9

8

9

5
7

3

5

4

0

4

5

10

2

4

3

5
12

1

7

0

6

1
4

1
1
0
1

4
6

0

2
3

4

8

1

7
7
5
3
7
9
9

1

0

4

0
0

8

5

2

Qt

3

3
2

6
6
7

2
3
2
2

4

7

6

lJ

3.

3.

5�

6.

Organizing and determining how best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals
Coping With individual difference s
Planning instructional unit s and preparing daily lesson plans
Developing course outline�

At least one or more teachers listed sixteen of
items in this area as a definite proble.m.

...

the s eventeen

Only one of the nineteen

1I 1
I

teachers considered Item 10 in Table I, planning t�e fo r indiVidual
instruction, as no problem.

Si.X listed it as a definite problem and

twelve considered it a partial problem.
Item

4,

Six instructors considered

budgeting. t:ilne, as a definite problem, and ten checked it as

a partial problem.
Item 7 in Table

I, o rganizing and detennining how best to use

books, bulletins, pamphlets

and periodicals; · and Item 13, coping �th

individual differences, were checked as definite . problems by four, and
partial problems by ten of the nineteen teachers.
Three teachers conside r ed planning;. instructional units �d prepar
ing daily lesson plans ( Item 3)

as a definite problem to them, and

eleven checked it as a partial problem.

Two teachers checked Item

2, developing course outlines, as a definite problem, and thirteen
considered it a partial problem.
Of the nineteen instructors
contacted, one teacher had not taught
.
. 1 I I I I I I ! 1 I
.farm mechanics. Consequent�' only eighteen te achers �er�d thEl I
I / I
_
1

i

Farm Mechanics section in the questionnaire.

The following signi-

ficant problems arose in this area (Table II):
1. Securing adequate shop space
2 . Developing a home farm shop
3. Planning units of course work and daily les son plans
4� Determ:ining content and scope of the program
Using appropria�e teaching methods

5.

Item

6 in Table II, secu�ing adequate shop space, was the out

standing problem in this area .

Only three of the eighteen_ instruC?tors

considered it no problan, and eleven called it a definite problem.

E LIB R�YSQUU\ DAKOtA STAT E CO LLEG

I'

TABLE II
FARM MEGHAN I CS

Problem Area

Eighteen Experienced
Teachers

N ine N ew Teachers

Definite ' Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

. l

1. Planning units of course work and
daily lesson plans
I'
2. Student behavior in shop
'j. Shop safety
4 . Housekeeping
5 . Selecting and purchasing additional
supplies and materials
.. 6. Securing adequate shop space
7. Developing student interest
8. Determining student proj ects
9 . Evaluation of student' s work
10 . Determining content and s cope of farm
mechanics program
11 . Using appropriate teaching methods
12. Inventory of items
13 . Developing a home farm shop

5

10

3

3

8

6

9
9

3

6

11

4 r, .

1

..

1

4

4

1

5
4

9

2

7

o·

5
4

9
3

1

6

4
.2

1

l
3

10
9

7

0
l

6
5
6

3

4

10

5
8

1
1

6

0

4
4
2

0

2
1
6

0

l

8

10

13

I

6
8

1.3

1

0

0

7

3
6

4

4
3

3

3

t-'
�
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Eight teachers felt that Item 13, developing a home farm shop, was a
def;inite problem, and eight more rated it as a partial problem.
two felt that this was no problem to them.

Only

Item 1, planning units

of course work and daily lesson plans, was considered a definite prob
lem by five of the eighteen and ten more listed it as a partial prob
lem.
Four of the eighteen teachers rated Item 10, determining content
and scope of the p�gram, as a definite problem, and te1.1 felt it was
a partial problem.

Only one teacher considered Item 11, using appro

priate teaching methods, as a definite problem, but thirteen of t he
eighteen felt it was a partial problem, which brought it to the signi
ficant level.

All but two of the thirteen problem items under Fann

Mechanics were checked as definite p ro blems by one or more participants.
Serving as advisor to the local Future Farmers of America chapter
produced some significant problems to the nineteen experienced t eachers in established departments ( Table III).

'lb.e significant problems

in this area are:
1. Financing chapter activities
2. Developing student leadership and responsibility
3 . Training public sp�akers
4� Developing a program of work
5. Proper use of parliamenta.zy procedure

The Future Farmers of America as a self-supporting organizatton

has J1l8I\1 possibilities for the use of funds in chapter activities.
Financing these activities (Item 2 in Table Ill) was the most signi
ficant problem in this area.

Nine of the nineteen felt this was a

definite problem and seven more called it a partial problem.
Eight teachers listed Item 6, developing student leadership and
responsibility, as a definite problem and eight more called it a
partial problem.

It em 12, training publi.c speakers, was a definite

problE111 to seven instructors, and a partial problem to nine.

TABLE III
FUTURE . FARMERS OF AMERICA

Problem Area

1 . Selecting time for meetings
2 . Financing chapter activities
3 . Developing a program of work

N ineteen Experienced
Teachers

Nine N ew Teachers

Definite Partial N o
Problem P roblem Problem

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

I

I

4 . Student behavior at meetings

5 . Proper use of parliamentary procedure
6. Developing student leadership and
responsibility
'
'• '4
7 . Selection of officers
8 . Publi city
9 . Planning initiation and degree advancement
10 .
11 .
12.
13 .

Selecting v1hat FFA trips to take
Organi zing and planning FFA trips
Training publi c speakers
Selecting judging team members

4
9
6

7
7
10

8

3

4
1

1

6
3

l

10
10

8

0

4
3

4

8

3

1

6

2

5
1
1

6
11
12

8
7
6

1
1
1

6

2

1
1
7

9
9

9

10

7

4

8

1

2

r,

9

I

3

5

2

0

8
2

0

l
1

•

2

3
2
5
5.

4
4

4

3

6
3

6
2

5

4

6

3

t-'
CJ'
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SiX teachers felt that developing a pro gram of work for the
chapter (Item 3 in Table II I ) was a definite problem and ten consid
ered it a partial problem.

Item

5,

proper use o:t parliamentary pro

cedure, was the last significant problem in this area.

Four listed

it as a definite problem and ten considered it a partial problem.
All the thirteen itans in Table III were considered definite problems
by one or more of the nineteen instructors.
It is the goal of the vocational agriculture program that each
boy enrolled in the course develop a farming pro gram of his own.

It

is also desirable that this farming program be expanded during the
boy' s four years in high school and that upon completion of high school
he can go into full farming operations.

Ea.ch farming program is a

personal one and has to be developed as such.

The problems st�g

from this are taken up in the Supervised Farming area (Table IV).
The significant problem::; for the nineteen experienced teachers in
this f ield are:
l.
2.
3�
4�

5.
5.

Working with town boys and/or boys with inadequate facilities
Developing a supervised fanning p rogram
Maintaining satisfactory records
Follow-up after graduation
Enlisting support and cooperation of the parents
Promoting and using records of farming programs in instructional work

Item 10 in Table IV, working with town_ boys

8.I).d/or boys

w:ith

inadequate facilities, was the outstanding problem.

Twelve of the

nineteen teachers checked it as a definite p roblem.

Only three teach

ers · considered it no problem.
Item 1, developing s upervised fannirlg program, was considered
a definite problem by s even out of the nineteen experienced teachers
and nine more checked it as a partial p roblem.

The third most signi

ficant problem in the Supervised Farming area was Item 2, maintain
ing satisfactory records.

SiJ( teachers t�lt this was a definite prol>

lem and nine checked it as a partial p roblem.

TABLE IV
SUPERVISED FARMIN G

Problem Area

N ineteen Experien ced
Teachers

N ine N ew Teach ers

Definite Partial N o
Problem P roblem Problem

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

1 . Developing supervised farming program
2 . Maintaining satis factory records
J . Making home farm survey

7
6
4

4 . Enlisting support and cooperation of
parents
5 . Helping student plan his program
6. Financing the student ' s program

4
2
2'

I

7 . Providing individual instruction on farm
8 . Planning time for home visits
9 . Evaluating individual ' s program
10 . Working wi th town boys and/or boys wi th
inadequate facilities
11 . Becoming acquainted with the present
supervised farming program
12 . Promoting and using records of farming
programs in instructional work
13 . Relations with former students,
particularly of previous year
14. Follow-up after graduation

9

9
8

10

7

!

11

3
4
7

0
2
0

7
5

5
10
6

1
0
0

4

2

2
4

5

5

3
5

5

4

6

3

2

2

8
7
10

8
10
7

0
0
1

7

6

2
2

12

4

.3

4

.3

2

1

11

7

0

6

3

4

10

5

0

5

4

3

6
12

10
3

2
2

2
4

3

4

I

I

I

5
3

c.»

t,..J
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The next problem in significance was follow-up after graduation
( Item

14

in Table IV ) .

Although only four teachers considered it a

definite problem, twelve checked it as a partial problem and only
three felt it was no problem.

Items

4

and 12 , enlisting support and

cooperation of parents, and promoting and using records of fanning
Four

programs in instructional work, rated the same in significance.

teachers felt they were definite problems and ten considered them as
partial problems .
In the Supervised Fanning area, a1l except one of the fourteen
problem items were checked as definite problems by two or more of
the nineteen experienced teachers in established departments .

The

remaining item was listed as a definite problem by one partic�pant.
In the area of Community Relationships ( Table V) , Item 1, pro
moting the voc�tional agriculture program, was the only s ignilicant
problem.

Only three instructors felt that thi s was a definite prob

lem, but twelve considered it a partial problem.
The last area of problems is School Relationships (Table VI ) .
Th e nineteen experienced teachers gave no significant problems here,
and five of the fourteen it� received no definite problem checks
at all.

TABLE V
COMMUN ITY RELATIONSHIPS

Problem Area

1 . Promoting the vocational agricul'.ture
program
2 . Becoming familiar with farming standards ,
types and practi ces in the community
3 . Becoming familiar with local customs
and mores
I

.

4 . Becoming acquainted with the farmers
5. Relations with govenunental agencies
(4-H, s.c.s. , Farm Credit, County Agent}
6. Cooperation with civic groups
7 . Cooperation with town business men
8 . Contacting prospective students
9. Housing for teachers

N ineteen Experienced
Teachers

N ine N ew Teachers

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

3

12

4

1

4

4

3

4

12

0

4

5·

�

3

14

0

3

6

0

6,

13

0

2

7

0
1

1
3

18
15

0
0

1
1

8
8

1

4

14

0

1
2

8
7
4

0
9

6
2

13
8

0
2

3

�

,.t_:._ .�-- 'f:.

TABLE VI
SCHOOL RELATION SHIPS

Problem Area

1 . Familiari zing yourself with other
duties assigned to you by superintendent and principal
2. Preparing and filing records and
reports
.
3 Scheduling vocational agri culture
I

'

classes

4. S chedtlling field trips

5 . Scheduling contest trips
6. Supervising extra-curri cular and
non-agri cultural activities

7 . Teaching non-agricultural cla·s ses
8 . Study halls
9 . Home rooms

N ineteen Experienced
Teachers

N ine N ew Teachers

Definite Partial N o
Problem Problem Problem

Definite Partial N o
Problem Probl em Problem

3

1

14

0

2

7

0

9

10

2

3

4.

3

15

0

2

7

3

7
7

9
9

0

0

2
1

7
8

4

6

9

0

3

6

2
1

4
6

0
0

2

2

13
12
17

0

'::l
.-I

0

7
6
9

2

15
10
14

0

0
0

2

3
1

7

15
15

0
0

1

1

Ji

3

0

I •

10 . N oon-hour supervi sion
11 . Professional improvement
12. Cooperation with the administration

0

2
9
1

13 . Cooperation with other teachers
1 4 . Cooperation with the Board of Edu cation

0
0

4
4

4

I
I

I

I

1

6

8

8

8

�
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B.

Summary of the Study of Nine New Teachers in �tablished
Departments

To determine the significant problems of the nine · new teachers
in established depart,ments, ooipirical means were used, since the

small number o f t eachers in this area would have allowed for too great
a sampling error.

If an itan was checked as a d efinite or partial

probl em by seven or more of the nine teachers, it was significant in
the area .

The significant problems of these n ew t eachers in Class

room Teaching, in order o:f rank, are as follows ( Table I) :
1. Teaching classes effectively
2. Organizing and determining how best to use books , bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals
3. Planning time for indiVidual instruction
Maintaining student interest
4. lhdgeting t:iJUe
6� Developing course outlines
6. Planning and conducting field trips

4.

Item

4

iri Table I, t eaching classes e:ffectively,

significant. problem in thi s area.

was

the most

ill nine teachers considered it

a problem; yet only one of th e nine checked it as a definite problem.
The s econd mos t significant problem was organizing and determining
how best to use books, bulletins, pamphlets and periodicals ( Item
7 in Table I) .

_

Only one t eacher considered it a definite problem,

bat s even cheeked it as a partial problem.

Four of the nine t eachers

indicated that Item 10, planning time for i ndividual inStruction,
was a definite problem.
considered it no problem.
terest , and budg eting

Three f elt it was _ a partial problem, and two
Items 1 2 and

14 ,

maintaining student in

time , were definite problems to one teacher

and partial problgns to si.X more.

None of the nine teachers listed

developing course outlines ( Item 2 ) and planning and conducting field
trips ( Item 15) as definite problems,

but seven consid�red them par

tial problems , and only two checked them as no problem.
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This results in a total of s even significant problems out of
seventeen items. . Four of these seven items were significant problEllls to the nineteen experienced teachers in established departments.
They were :

organizing and determining how best to use books, bulletins,

pamphlets , and periodicals; planning time for individual instruction;
budgeting time; and developing course outlines.
In the Farm Mechanics area, the nine new teachers in established
departments had the following significant problems (Table II ):
1. Securing adequate s hop space
2. Housekeepi ng
3 � Using appropriate teaching methods
4. Determining content and scope of fann mechanics program
The outstanding problem in this area was I�an 6 in Table II,
securing adequate shop space for fann mechanics.

Six of the nine

teachers listed this as a definite problem and two felt it was a
partial problem�
him.

Only o;ne instructor considered it no problem to

Two teachers checked housekeeping ( Item 4 ) as a definite prob-

lem, and seven more felt it was a p artial problem, showing tha t all
nine of the new teachers had some difficulty With this it em.

One

teacher cohsidered Item 11, using appropriate teaching methods, as
a definite problem ., and seven of the nine listed it as a partial
problem.

Determining content and scope of the f a.rm mec hanics pro

gram (Item 10) is the last of the significant problems in this area.
One teacher checked it as a definite problem and siX more called it
a partial problem.
Three of these problems were the sam� as those given by the
nineteen experienced teachers in establi s hed departments.

Sec�ring

adequate shop space was the outstanding p:f'oblem of both groups.
Using appropriate teaching methods, and detennining c�ntent and scope
of the program were also significant problems to both.
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Three major problems in advising the Future Farmers of .America
chapter were significant to the nine new teachers who went into
established departments ( Table II�) .

Th ey are :

1. Financing chapter activities
1. Developing student l eadership and responsibilitu"
1. Selecting officers
The above three -p roblems in this area ar e of equal significanc e.
One teacher cons idered each a definite problem and six of the nine
felt each was a p artial problem.

Tvro of the three problems were

also listed by the nineteen experienced teachers in established de
partments.

They are:

financing chapter activities , and developing

student l eadership and respo nsibility.
In the area of Supervised Farming, the nine new teachers in
established departments had five signif"ic�,t problems out of 1;,he
fourteen problem items listed in the questionnaire (Table IV).

They

are :
1 . Working with town boys and/or boys with inadequate facilities
2. Maintaining satisfactory records
3. Evaluating individual •s program
4� Developing superVised farming program
4. Planning time for home visits
The top problem in this area was Item 10 in Tabl�
with town boys and/or boys with inadequate facilities.

IV, working
Four of the

nine t eachers listed . it as a definite problem and three considered
it a partial problem.

Maintaining satisfactory records (Item 2) was

a definite problem to two of the nine, and five teachers checked it
as a partial problem.

The third most significant problem was Item

evaluating the i ndividual ' s program.

9,

Only one t eac her indicated that

this was a definite problem, but siX checked it as a partial problem.
Developing supervised fanning program· ( Item 1) , and planning time for
home visits ( Item 8) were not considered as definite problems by a.iv .
of the nine teachers , but s even felt that -they w ere partial problems.
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Three of these problems were the s ame as those which co�onted
the nineteen experienced teachers in established departments .

Work

ing with town boys and/or boys ·with inadequate faci�ties was the
outstanding problem of both groups.
signific ant to both groups were :

The two other problems that were

maintaining satisfactory records ,

and developing supervised farming program.
The nine new teachers in established dep artment� had no signi
ficant problems in Community Relationships ( Table V ) .

There were

no definite problents in seven of the nine items , and three of the
items were checked as no proble.m by eight of the nine teachers .
School relationships caused no signi ficant pr? blems for the
nine new teachers , either ( Table VI ) . In this area, only one of
the fourteen 1terns was checked as a definite probl�, and four of
the i terns were partial problems to only one teacher. ·

��-�-- -.
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C.

Summary of the Study of Problems of Thirteen Teachers
Who Started New Vocational Agriculture Departments

In this group, there were
new teachers.

ten experienced teachers a nd three

T he experienced and new teacher talli es were combined,

since the three new teachers made up too small a sampling to justify
any corelusions as to their s ignificant problems.

The entire group

ing was too small to treat statistically and so the following prob
lems were selected by empirical means .

If nine or more of the thir

teen instructors checked an item as a definite or partial problem,
it was significant in the area.
Seven significant problems appeared in Classroom Teaching (Table
VII) .

They are:
1. Filing mat erials
2 . Planning time for individual instruction
J. Organizing and determining how _best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals
J. Ihdgeting time
5 � Developing course outlines
Selecting r eference material
7 . Coping with individual differences

5.

Five of the thirteen teachers who started new departments indica
ted that It� 11 in T able VII, filing materials, was a definite prob
lem for them .

Five ot hers listed this item as a partia1 problem and

onl.3 three teachers considered it no problem.

Planning time for in

dividual instruction ( Item 12 ) rated four definite problems and five
partial. problems , making it the second most significant problem in
Classroom Teaching.

Item

9 , organizing and determining how best to

use books , bulletins , pamphlets and periodicals; and Item 13 , budget
ing time, were definite problems to three or the thirteen teachers
and partial problems to six more .

Two definite problems and seven

partial problems each were given to ItEm 4, developing course out
lines, and item 10, selecting reference materials, by the thirteen

. .
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TABLE VII
CLASSROOM TFACHmG

Problem Area

Definite Partial No
Problem Problem Problem

1. Selecting and purchasing books

0

8

5

2. Selecting and purchasing magazines

1

3

9

3. Obtaining free material

1

2

10

4.

I

7

4

5
7

5
5

0

5

8

of students

0

5

8

to use books , bulletins , pamphlets
and periodicals

3

6

4

7

4

5

3

4

5

4

3·

6

4

3

10

7

6

Developing course outlines

2

i

preparing daily lesson plans

3

i

5. Planning instructional units and
6 . Teaching classes effective:cy

7. Conducting supervised stuqy

B. Discipline or improving behavior
9. Organizing and determining how best
10. Selecting reference materials

ll. Filing materials

-

12. Planning time for individual
instruction

13 . Bldgeting time

1

2

5

14 . Using student notebooks

0

15. Maintaining student interest

0

16. Coping with individual differences

0

17. Securing adequate materials and
supplies

18. Planning and conducting field trips

2

I

I

I
I

I
i

i

1

19. Use of visual materials (films,
-

2

20. Evaluation of student • s work

1

slides, filmstrips )

I

I

i
I

9

7

5
5

4

7

5

7

6
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teachers.

Although the last significant problem, coping With iridi

vi�al differences (Item 16), wasn ' t rated as a definite problem by

a.ey, nine teachers considered it � partial problem.
The second, third, fourth, fifth and seventh i terns , as listed
above, were also significant problems for the nineteen experienced
teach ers in established departments; and · the second, third, fourth,
and fifih items were listed by the nine new t eachers in e stablished
departments as significant.
In Fann Mechanics , the thirteen teachers who began new departments had the following significant problems ( Table VI II ) :
1. S ecuring adequate shop space
2. Developing a home farm shop
3. Determining scope and content of fann mechanics program
Determining student projects
5. Shop safety

4.

Securing adequate shop space ( Item 2 in Table VIII ) was the
Seven teachers indicat ed it as a definite prob

outstanding problem.

lem, three teachers checked it as a part ial problem, and only three
listed it as no problem.

Five of the thirteen teachers checked

developing a home farm shop ( Item 14 ) as a definite problem, and six
listed it as a part ial . problem.

Two teachers indicated they had no

problem with this item.
Detennin:1.ng scope and content of farm mechanics program (Item 11)
was a definite problem to two teachers and seven others listed it as
a partial problem.

Although determining student projects ( Item 9)

rated only one definite problem, nine of the thirteen teachers con
sidered it a partial problem.

Item

5,

shop safety, wasn 't a definite

problem to arr:, of the thirteen teachers, but nine indicat ed that it
was a partial problem.

The first three items , as listed above , were

al.so significant to the nineteen teachers i n established departme�s,
and items 1 and

3 were important probless to the nine new teachers.
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TABLE VIII
FARM :MIDHANICS

Definite Partial No
Problem Probl em Problem

Problem Area
1. Securing and arranging shop
equiJ;ment

l

6

6

2. Securing adequate shop space

7

3

3

3 . Determining what tools a re needed

1

6

6

and

Selecting and purchasing supplies
materials

0

8

5

Shop s afety

0

9

4

4

8

5

7

4.

5.

6. Student behavior in s hop

�

1. Housekeeping

l
l

8. Developing student interest

0

4

9

9 . Determining student proj ects

l

9

3

10. Evaluation of student ' s work

3

2

8

11. Determining scope and qontent of
rann mechanics program

2

7

4

2

5

6

3

5

5

5

6

2

12. Using appropriate teaching procedures

13 . Planning units of course work

14•.

daily lesson plans

Developing a home farm shop

and
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Fiv e prominent, problems in working with the ]uture Farmers of

America were experi enced by t he thirteen teach ers who established
new de:partments ( Table IX).

They are:

1 � Training public speakers
2 � Financing chapter a ctivities
3. Developing a program of work
4. Proper use of parliamentary procedure
Planning initiation a nd degree advancement

5.

Seven of the thirt een t eacher s listed training public Speakers

(Item

15

in Table IX) as a d efinite problem, making it the number one

problem in this area.

Fiv e more considered i t a partial _ problem, and

only one teacher indicated that it was no problem to him .

T\Y'elve of

th e thirteen t eachers felt that they had a problem Wi th financing
chapt er activities ( Item

5).

It rat ed as the s econd most important

problem, with four teachers checking it a ·defini te problem and eight
teachers calling it a partial problem.
Dev eloping a program of work ( Ites 4 ) was a dei'ini t e problem to
three of the thirteen teachers .
tial problem.

Eight others indicated it was a par

Two teacher s had de:finite problems wi th proper use of

parliamentary procedure ( Item 8 ).

Nine of th e thirteen listed it as

a partial problem, making it a significant problem in this area .
Planning initiation and degree advancement ( It em 1 2) w� a defird.te
proble.m to four teachers and a partial problem to five.

All of these

problems but the last one were significant problems to the ninet een
experi enced teachers in est ablish ed department s, an d the second item
lis t ed ab�ve was a problem for the nine new teach ers.
Supervi s ed farming gav e rise to four significant problems for
the thirteen t eachers .-mo established new departments of vocational
agriculture ( Table X ).

They are:

1. Working With -town boys and/or boys With inadequate fac ilities
2. Initiating the supervised fanning pro gram
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TABLE lX
FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA

Problem Area

Definite Partial No
Problem Problem Problem

1. Student interest in organizing
a chapter

2

3

8

2 . Drawing up a constitution

1

6

6

1

5

7

3

8

2

4

8

1

1

7

4

4

5
5

2

9

2

0

3

10

3

5

5

0

7

6

4

5

4

2

6

5

2

5
5

6

3. Selection of officers

4.
5.

Developing a program of work

Financing chapter actiVities

6. Securing FFA paraphernalia

1. Selecting time for llleetings

8 . Proper use of parliamentary
proceciure

9 . Student behavior at meetings

10. Developing student leadership

and responsibility

11. Publicity
12. Planning initiation and degree

advancement

13 . Selecting what FFA trips to take

lh. Organizing and planning FFA trips

15 . Training public speakers

16. Selecting judging team members

!

I

I

I

I

7
1

7

l

5
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TABLE X
SUPERVISED FARMING

Problem Area

Def'inite

Partial

Probl em

ProbleJn

4

7

2

2 . Maintaining satisfactory records

3

7

3

3.

2

4

7

4.

Making home fa.nu survey
Enlisting support and cooperation
or parents

8

5.

0

5

Helping the srudent plan his
program

1

7

5

6.

Financing the student ' s program

3

7

2

4

3

7

2

5

6

0

7

6

10

3

Problem

1. Initiating the supervised fanning
program

7 ! ProViding · individual i nstruction

8.

Planning t ime for home visits

.. .

9. Evaluating t he individual ' s programs
10. Working wi.th to1fll boys and/or boys
with inadequate facilities

I

0

3. 11aintaining satisfactory records
J. Financing the student 's program
All thirteen teachers indicated that working with town boys and/
or �ys with inadequate facilities ( Item 10 in Table X) �as a problem,
and ten of the thirteen considered it a definite problem.

Initiating

the supervised farming program ( Item 1) was a definite problem to
four t eachers and seven called it a partial problem, thus ranking it
as t})e second most significant problem.

Three teachers felt that

Item 2 , maintaining satisfacto!7 records, and Item 6, financing the
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student 's program, were definite problems to them. Seven of the thir
teen teachers considered these two problems as partial problems , giving
them an equal place in the Supervised Farming problems tally.

'!he

first and third problems , as listed above, are the same as those ex
perienced by the two groups of teachers in established departments.
Initiating the supervised farming program is similar to developing

the supervised fanning program, which was a significant problem to
the two other groups.

Community Relationships produced one significant problem for

the thirteen teachers 'Who started new· departments (Table XI).

Housing

TABLE XI
COMMUN ITY RELATIONSHIPS
Definite Partial ' No
Problem Problem Problem

Problem Area
1. Selling the vocational a griculture
program

l

3

9

2. Becoming familiar with farming standards , tYPes and practic-es in the
community

0

9

3. Becoming familiar with local customs
and mores

4

2·

2

9

0

2

ll

0

3

10

0

3

10

4.

Becoming acquainted with farmers

5.· Relations with governmental agencies
( 4-H, s . c . s . , Fann Credit, County
Agent )

6. Cooperation with civic groups

1. Cooperation with town business men
8. Contacting prospective students

9. Housing for teachers

-

l

l

ll

0

5

8

7

3

3
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for teachers , Item 9, was a definite problem to seven of the thir
teen, and three more cons idered it a partial problem.

Only three

had no problem as far as housing was concerned.
The thirteen teachers who established new departments experienced
one maj or problem in School Relationships (Table XII) .

Item 3 , sched

uling vocational agriculture classes , was a definite problem to five
teachers and a partial problem to five others .
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TABLE XII

SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS
�

Problem Area

.Definite i Partial No
Problem Problem Problem

1. Familiarizing yourself with other
duties assigned to you by superintendent or prineipal

1

4

8

2. Preparing and filing records and
reports

1

5

7

3. Scheduling vocational agriculture
classes

5

5

3

Scheduling field trips

2

6

5

Scheduling contest trips

1

2

10

2

5

6

3

3

7

3

2,

8

0

1

1

4

12

1

2

lo

4.
5.

6. Supervising· 0A�ra-curricular and
non-agricultural activities

-l'l

1 . Teaching non-agricultural classes

8. Study halls

9. Home rooms

10. Noon-hour supervision

11. Professional improvement

12. Cooperation With the administration

13. Cooperation with other teachers

14 .

Cooperation with the
·Edu cation

Board

of

8

10

0

3

0

2

11

1

1

11
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D.

Other Problems Ex:perienced by Forty-One Beginning
Teachers of Vocational Agricultur e

Fach of the forty-one t eachers that answered the questionnaires
had the opportunity to write in any additional problems that they had
in connection with each of the six main problem areas.

Many of these

responses merely clarified an item that they had checked, · but some
brought up additional problems.
Below are listed the additional problems discussed.
1. What specific area of agricultural instruction will be most
beneficial in your area?
·
2. What is expected of you, as an instructor, when you first
enter a strange comnnmity, in the way of project visits, etc . ?
J. Need for more pre-service spe ech training
4� Developing more interest in the FFA
5. lk>re separation between FFA and 4-H project s
6� Too much project evaluation by- profit
7 � Neglect of FFA because or too fla?\Y other duties
8. Basketball conflicts with FFA meetings ( Ne arly all members
•
on team )
.
·
'9. Filling out project record books
10. Teaching sharpening of tools in shop (plane, blade, etc. )
11. Need for more "how to do it" courses in college
12. Getting community to realize teachers are human
There was no duplication of writ ten-in p roblems, so each is con:...
side red a problem of one teacher .

Therefore it wo uld be impossible

to rate them according to their significance, as they are significant
only to the teacher who experienced them.
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E.

Main Problem Areas o f Beginning T eachers
in Established and New Departments

The major areas that cause problems to beginning teachers in
vocational agriculture are also of importance in this study.

In .

order to detennine the significant areas , · X2 was used in testing a

50 :50 hypothesis . All the definite and partial problems were to
taled and tested against the no-problem totals for each of the
groups .
In the case of the nineteen experienc ed teachers who went into
established departments , four o f the six main problem areas were
significant (Table XIII).

They are :

1� Supervised Fanning
2. Class room Teaching
2. Farm Mechanics
4. Future Farmers of America
+-/

TABLE XIII

Toe Total Number of Resnons es and t h e Per Cent in Each of the
Main Problem Areas. o f Nineteen Exp erienced T eachers

Problem Area

1 . Classroom Teaching
2 . Farm Mechanics

3 . FFA

4.

Supervised Farming

5. Community Relationships
6 . School Relationships

Number of R esponses

P er Cent

Definite Partial
Definite Partial No
Problem Problem ProblEm Problem Problem P roblem

46

44
50

I

159

i

!

56

19
23

104
118

I

I

86

77

14
19

20

88

21

41

111

11

65

177

122
I

ll8

'

49
4h

L1

46

37

31
39

33

24

65

24

67

38
Supervised Farming rated 67 per cent of the total items as
problems, making it the leading problem area.
showed the highest frequency of

Definite problems

aey of the main areas ,

total of 21 per cent of the responses.

giving a

These four areas were signi

ficant at the 1 per cent level, using x2 • .
.Farm Mechanics and Classroom Teaching were t he second most
important problem areas for the nineteen teachers in establish8i
department s.

SiXty-three per cent of the responses in these areas

indicated problems.

Working with the FFA showed the third highest

frequency of problems.

Sixty-one per cent of the responses indicat

ed either definite or partiaJ. problems in this area.
The nine new teachers who began · t heir _teaching in established
departments experienced significant problems in t hree of the siX
main problem areas (Table
. XIV).

They are :

1. Farm Mechanics
2. Classroom Teaching
3. Supervis ed Farming
Fann Mechanics was the leading problem area of the nine nevr
teachers with 13 per cent of the responses as definite problems,
and 56 per cent as partial problems.
s econd most important problem with
ed as problems .
responses .

65

Classroom teaching was the
per cent of the responses list

Definite problems accounted for 8 per cent of these

The nine new teachers indicated t hat Supervis ed Farming

was a significant problem area.

SiXty-five per cent of t he responses

were e;i.ther definite or pa rtial probl ems .

All three of these main

problems were significant at the 1 per cent level.
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TABLE XIV
The Total Number of Respons es and the Per Cent in Ea.ch of the
Ma.in Problem Areas 9! Nine New Teachers

Problem Area

Number of Responses

Per Cent

.!_101-::!._ni.te .t'a.rtial. No
Definite .t'art,ial ! No
Problem Problem Problem Problem Problem . Problem.

1.

Classroom

Teaching

2 . Farm Mechanics

3. FFA

4.
5.
6.

Supervised Farming
Comnm.n.ity Relationships
School Relat�onships

12

15

88

65

53

8

37

13

14

54

1.i9

12

12

10

44
51

9

3
2

21

26

98

57

55
46
56

4

1

35
32

42

3.5

26

70

21

78

In the siX main areas, the thirteen teachers who started new de
partments experienced three s ignificant problems ( Table XV).

They

are :
1. Supervis ed Farming

2 � Future Fanners of America
Fann Mechanics

3.

Supervis ed Farming was the leading problem area to the thirteen
teachers.

Sixty-siX per cent of the respons es indicat ed a problem,

and 21 per cent of these respons es listed a definite problem for the
teachers .

The s econd problem area concerned the FFA. . SiXty-three

per cent of the responses listed problems in this area.

Both of thes e

main problems were significant at the 1 per cent level.

The last main

problem area was Fa.rm Mechanics .

F.U'ty-eight per cent of the respons es
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indicated I?roblems here.

This problem was significant at the

5

per

cent level.

TABLE XV
The Total Number of Responses and the Per Cent in Fa.ch of the
Main Problem Areas of Thirteen Teachers

Problem Area

Per Cent

Number of ftesponses

Definite Partial No
Definite Partial No
Problem Problem Problem Problem Problem Problem

1 . Classroom Teaching

31

ll2

3.

37
27

93

2. Farm Mechanics

4.
5.

F'FA

Supervised Farming
Conunu.nity Rel.ationships

6. School Relationships

27

11

21

79

59

26

45

117

12

76

. 15

44

21

78

18

80

10

116

ll

43
43
16
45

32

25

45
42

37

34
68

64

SEX}TION VI

s�
Forty-one instructors of vocational agriculture in South Da�ota

have been contacted concerning their beginning teaching problems .

These teachers were grouped on the basis of experienc e and whether
they began in established departments or started new departments .
Three groupings resulted.

They are :

nineteen experienced teachers

in established departments; nine new t eachers in established depart
ments; and thirteen teachers who started new department� (p. 6).
Below is a summary of the significant problems in the six main prob

lem areas-Classroom Teaching, Farm Mechanics, Future Farmers of

America , Supervised Fanning, Community Relationships, and School
Relationships.

The most significant of the classroom teaching problems of the

nineteen experienced t eachers in established departments, according
to rank, are :
l. Planning t ime for individual instruction
2. lhdgeting time
3 . Organizing and determining how b est to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets, and periodicals
). Coping with individual differences
5. Planning instructional units and preparing daily lesson plans
6. Developing course outlines
In the same area of Classroom Teaching, the problems of the nine
new teachers in establish ed departments are ranked as follows :
1. Teaching classes effectively
2 . Organizing and detennining how best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodic als
3. Planning time for individual instruction
4. Maintaining student interest
4. Ihd.geting time
6. Developing course outlines
7 . Planning and conducting field trips
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The significant problems in Classroom Teaching for the thirteen
teache;-s who began new departments are as follows :
1� Filing materials
2: P1anning t ime for individual instruction
3. Organizing and determining how best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals
3 � fudgeting time
5� Developing course outlines
Selecting reference material
7. Coping with individual differences

5.

All three groups met the following probl ems in their classroom
teaching work :

planning time for individual i nstruction; budgeting

time; organizing and determining how best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals; and developing course outlines.
ficant problem recognized

A signi

by two of the groups (a total of thirty

tvro teachers represented) was coping with inc:iividual differences.
Planning instructional

uni.ts and preparing daily lesson plans

was a separate problem to . the nineteen eJg)erienced teachers in es:..
tablished departments.

Filing materials ; and selecting reference

materials are di stinct problems to the thirteen teachers beginning
new departments.

T he nine new teachers were the only ones to list

maintaining interest, planning and conducting field trips, and teach
ing class es effectively as ma� or problems.
In the second area, Fa.rm Mechanics, the nineteen experienced
teachers in established departments had the following significant
problems:
1 � Securing adequate shop space
2. Developing a home farm shop
3. Planning units of course work and daily lesson plans
4. Determining content and scope of farm mechanics program
5 . Using appropriate teaching methods
'!be nine new teachers in establis hed. :epartments listed these
significant prob1ans in the field of

Fa.rm Mechanics:

1. Securing adequate shop -space
..
2. Housekeeping
3 � Using appropriate teaching methods
4 . Determining content and scope of .farm mechanics program
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Farm Mechanics produced the following significant problems for

the th�rteen teachers who started new departments :
1�
2�
3�
4�

5.

Securing adequate shop space
Developing a home fann shop
Determining the scope and content of the farm mechanics program
Determining student proj ects
Shop safety

The problem considered the most pressing by all three groups was
securing adequate shop space.
included :

other major difficulties in this area

determining content and scope o f the farm mechanics program;

developing a home farm. shop; using appropriate teaching methods;

and

planning units of course work and daily lesson plans .
Two problems are unique to those thirteen teachers setting up
new departments.
safety.

They are detennining student ' s proj ects , and shop

In an established department, these areas are not problems

to the beginning teacher, since the pattern for both has alreaeybeen
determined.
Advising the FFA brought forth the following significant problems

for the nineteen experienced teachers in established departments :
1�
2�
3�
4.

5.

Financing chapter cetivities
Developing student leadership and responsibility
Training public spealcers
Developing a program of work
Proper use of parliamentary procedure

The nine new teachers in established departments had these major
difficulties, all of equal significance , in dealing with the FFA :
. 1. Financing chapter activities
1� Developing student leadership
1. Selecting officers

and

responsibility

For the thirteen teachers Who started new departments , the main
problems in advising the Future Fanners of .America were as follows :
1�
2.
J.
4.

5.

Training public speakers
Financing chapter activitiel
Developing a program of work
Proper use of parliamenta.r.r proeedµre
Planning initiation and degree advancement

h4
In t� s area, all three groups had trouble Wi th financing chapter
ac tivi ties, making this the outstanding problem in the FF.A. work.

The

two larger groups or· teachers agreed that the following were signif i
cant pro blems :

training public speakers; developing a program of

work; and proper use of parliamentary procedure.

Developing student

leadership and responsibility was a s ignificant problem whic h t�e
two groups of teachers in established departments had in common.
The thirteen teachers in new departments were alone in finding
difficulty with planning initiation and degree advancement; and the
nine new teachers in es tablished departments had the unique problen
of selecting officers .
The Supervised Farming area contained these significant problems
for the nineteen experienced teachers in established departments :
Working with town boys and/or boys with i nadequate facilities
Developing .a supervis ed farming program
Maintaining satisfactory record�
Follow-up after graduation
Enlisting support and cooperat ion of the parents
Promoting and using records of farming programs in instruc
t ional work

1.
2.
3�
4.

5.
5.

The nine new teachers in established departments considered the
following their most significant problems in the field of Supervised
Farming :
1. Working with town boys a:nd/or boys with inadequate facilities
2 . Maintaining satisfac tory records
J. Evaluating the individual ' s program
Developing supervised farming program
.4 . Planning time for home visits

4.

Outstanding problems in Supervised Farming for the thirteen
teachers who started new departments were as follows :
1.
2.
3.
J.

Working with town boys and/or boys with inadequate facilities
Initiating the supervised fanning program
Maintaining satisfactory records
Financing the s tudent ' s program
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Working with town boys and/or boys with inadequate facilities
was the major problem for all groups of teachers.

Al.so outstanding

for the three groups were the problems of maintaining satisfactory
records , and developing or initiating the supervised fanning program.
The nineteen teachers in established departments had the addi
tional problems of follow-up after graduation, enlisting �he support
and cooperation of the parents , and promoting and using records of
fanning programs in instructional work.

Financing the student ' s

program was a major additional problem to the teachers who started
new departments .

The nine new t eachers in established departments

had two problems not experienc ed by the others :

evaluating the in

dividual • s program, and planning time for home Visits .
Considering the answers o f all forty-one teachers , there were
no s igni ficant problems in the area of Community Relationships .
However, the nineteen teachers in establi'shed departments found �
major difficulty in promoting the vocational agriculture program,
and the thirteen teachers who started . new departments listed housing
for teachers as a significant problem.
There were no significa.?1:_t problems in the area of School Relat:i;on
ships for the group as a Whole.

However, the thirteen teachers who

started new departments had maj or difficulty with one item, schedul
ing vocational agriculture clas ses .
pther problems written into the questionnaire by the teachers
cannot be considered significant, as none of these problems was the
same.
The following swmnarizes the most s ignificant of the siX problem
areas .

The nineteen experienced teachers in established departments

found the following problem areas most significant according to rank :

•
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l. Supemsed Farming
2� Classroom Teaching
2. Fann Mechanics

4.

�ture Farmers of America

The nine new teachers in established departments listed these
areas as the most sig nificant:
1. Farm :Mechanics
2. Classroom Teaching
3. Supervised Farming
The t hirteen teachers who started new departments had their
maj or difficulties in these areas :
1. Supervised Farming
2. Future Fanners of America
J. Farm Mechanics
Supervised Farming and Fann Mechanics were s i gnificant problem
areas for all groups of teachers.

The groups including the nineteen

teachers and thirteen teachers both listed E\lture Farmers of America
as a signific ant problem area; and both �ups of experienced teach
ers had important difficulties in the area of Classroom Teaching.
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S�TION VII
CONCIDSIONS
This study shows that the prosp ective teacher of vocational
agriculture needs more training than he is now receiVing in order
to handle specific problems which are likely to be encountered in
the teach ing profess ion.

He espec ia.l]y needs emphasis on the areas

of Supervised Farming, Farm Mechanics , future Fanners of America,
and Classroom Teaching .

In the Supervised Farming area, added pre

paration is needed in working with
quate facilities .
and

town

boys and/or boys w:i.th inade

Maintaining satisfactory records , and initiating

developing the supervised fa.rm:i.ng program need maj or considera-

tion.

other problems that should be taken up are :

enlisting the

support and cooperation of the parents , £:ollow-up of students after
graduation, promoting and using records of fanning programs in

instructional work, financing the student ' s program, evaluating
individual • s pro gram,

and

planning time for home visits.

The outstanding problem in Farm Mechanics , securing adequate

shop space, is probably one in which teacher preparation can

do

lit�le.

Specific areas that can be taken up in the teacher training program,
however, and which need major consideration, are :

detennining con

tent and scope of the fam mechanics program, and developing a home
fann shop.

Areas that need minor considerat ion are : using appropri

ate teaching methods , planning units of course work and daily lesson

plans , detennining student proj ects, shop safety, and housekeeping .
Problems in working with the Future Farmers of America tha t

should be given priority are :

financ ing chapter activities; training

public speakers ; developing a program of work; proper use of parlia
mentary procedure; and developing student leadership

and

responsibility.
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The problems of planning initiation and degree advancement, and
selecting officers should be given minor consideration.
More time s hould be given in the teacher t raining program to
the following maj or problems in Classroom Teaching :

planning time

for individual instruction; budgeting t :ilne; organizing and determin
ing how bes t to u se books , bulletins , pamphlets , and periodicals ;
developing course outlines ; and coping With individual differences.
Problems t hat need minor consideration a re :

planning instructional.

units and preparing daily les son plans ; filing materials ; selecting
reference materials ; maintaining interest ; pl�ng and conducting
field trips ; and teaching classes effectively.
Two specific items in t he area of Connnu.ni ty Relationships de
serve consideration as minor problems.

They are promoting the vo

cational agriculture program, and hou s in? for teachers.

The latter,

however, is due to local situations which cannot be solved by the
teacher t raining program.

Attention s hould al so be given, in the

field of School Relationships , . to the minor problem of scheduling
vocational agriculture class es.

SECTION

VIII
RECOMMENDATIONS

Not all of the problems presented by this survey of forty-one
vocational agriculture teachers in South Dakota can be settled in
undergraduate training.
the beginning teacher.

Some will have to be solved as they confront
Other problems are due to the local situation

and can only be handled. as such.

These are the most difficult to

offer solutions for, since the situations can oncy be solved by- the
community itself.

With these limiting factors in mind, the writer

offers the follow:i.ng recommendations t o help alleviate as maey prob
lems of beginning teachers as possible.
1. Re-evaluation of the present teacher training program by a
coDmlittee compos.ed of the State Supervis?r, the Teacher Trainer, and
a representative group of teachers of vo ational agriculture in
South Dakota.

Such a re-evaluation should be made in the light of the

significant problems of beginning teachers as brought 01:1,t in this
stuey, and aim at a better pre-service training program.
2. F\l.rther problem stuey by graduate students in agricultural
education, resulting in guides and r ecommendations concerning signi
ficant problem items.

Such guides should be sent out not oncy to

beginning teachers, but to all teachers of vocational a griculture,
and t.o superintendents and principals if applicable.
3 . A summer work shop in agricultural education set up to stuey
the problems of beginning teachers of vocational agriculture.
4. Area · meetings of beginning teacher . for the purpose of dis
cussing problE!Ils and possible solutions, with the State Supervisor,
if possible , and the Teacher Tr-ai.ner and experienced teachers present.
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5. A �ollow-up on this study to determine problem changes in
the future.

Such a stucy might include all teachers of voca tional

agriculture in Sou th Dakota.
Problems in teaching are serious obstacles to any instructor
and more so to one who is beginning the profession.

The more pre

pared the teacher is to face these problems , the better jop he 1till
do in his field.

With good preparation and an opportunity for assis

tance in solVing problems during the beginning teaching experience,
the new instructor can face his profes s ional difficulties with confi
dence and understanding and solve them more readily.
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S:EXJTION X
APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS IN ESTABLISHED DEPARTMENTS
H U M B O L D T

C O N S O L I D A T E D

H U M B O L D T, S O U T H

S C H O O L

D AK O TA

Dear Voca tional Agric ulture Instructor:
I have listed on the follmting pages in a check list, itezns under
siX problem areas that might caus e d.ifficul ty to beginning teachers
of vocational agriculture. For � research problem I am trying to
locate the major problE!IlS of beginning teachers and, with this infor
mation, a tte.mpt to overcome some of these difficulties through the
vocational agriculture teacher training department at Sout h Dakota
State College.
Pleas e return this questionnaire to me as s oon as it is convenient.
·�

Sincerely,
Wendell J. Deiber

Direction s :

On the folloW'ing pages are listed pos sible problem areas

found by those who are beginning their work in teaching vocational
agriculture.

If,

in

your beginning teaching experience you have had

considerable difficulty concerning the item listed, chook
blank under the heading "Definite Problem. 1 1

If' t he itEIIl

(v5

has

the

caus ed

you some concern, check the blank under the heading "Partial Problem. "

If

you haven ' t had

under

1 1 No

Problem. 11

a.rry

difficulty concerning the itEIIl, check the blank

I! you have had some particular problem that is

not listed, pleas e write it in the blank entitled "other Problems "
at the end of each section.
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS IN ESTABLISHED DEPARTMENT&-PROBLEM AREAS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Name�-------------�--------------- Department_________�-------Number of years teaching vocational agriculture

----

Number of years in present position
A. Classroom Teaching
Example :

Desk for the instructor

1. Selecting and purchasing additional supplies and materials
2. Developing course outlines

3 . Planning instructional units

4.
5.

and preparing daily lesson plans

Teaching classes effectively
Conducting supervised stuey

6. Discipline or improving b�
havior of students

1 . Organizing and determining how

a.

best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals

Inventory of items in department

9 . Filing materials

10. Planning time for individual

instruction

11. Using student notebooks

12. Maintaining student interest
13 . Coping with indiVi.dual
differences

14. fudgeting time

15. Planning and conducting field

trips

Definite
Problem

---Partial
Problem

No

Problem
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS IN ESTABLISHED DEPARTMENTS-Definite

Problen
16. Use of Visual materials ( films ,
slides , filmstrips )

17.

Evaluation of student ' s work

18. other problems

1. Planning units o f cours e work
and daily lesson plans

2. Student behav:tor in shop

4.
5.
6.

1.

8.

9.

Shop safety
Housekeeping
Selecting and purchasing addit- . .
ional. supplies and materials
Securing adequate shop space
Developing student interest
Detenn:ining student proj ects
Evaluation of student •- s work

10. Determining content and scope
0£ fann mechanics program

11. Using appropriate teaching
methods

12·. Inventory o f itans
13 . Developing a home farm shop
lh . other pro blans

c.

No
Problem

--------------------

B. Farm Mechanics

3.

Partial
P roblem

!iuture Fanners of America
1. Selecting time for mee�ings
2. Financing chapter activities
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QUEST IONNAIRES TO TEACHERS IN ESTABLISHED DEPARTMENTS--

3 . Developing a program o f work

4.
5.

Student behavior at meetings
Proper use of parliamentary
procedure

6. Developing student leadership
and responsibility

1 . Selection of officers

-a .

Publicity

9. Planning initiation and degree
advancement
10.

Selecting what FFA trips to
take

11 .

Organizing and planning FFA
trips

12 .

Training public speakers

13. Selecting judging team members
14 . other problems

D. Supervised Farming

1. Developing supervised fanning
program
2. Maintaining satisfac tory
records

3. Making home fann survey

4.
5.

Enlisting support and cooperation of parents

Helping student plan his program

6. Financing the student ' s- program

Definite
Problem

Partial
Problem

No
Problem
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QUFSTIONNAIB.E TO TEACHERS IN ESTABLISHED DEPARTMENTS-Definite
Problem

1.

Providing indiVidual i ns truetio n on the farm

8 . Planning time for home visits

9.

Evaluating individual ' s program

10. Working with town boys and/or
boys with inadequate facilities
11. Becoming acquainted With the
pres ent supervi s ed fanning
program
12. Promoting and using records of
farming programs in instru.ctional work

13.

Relationship With former students, particularly of previous
year

14. Follow-up after graduation
15. other problems

E. Community Relationships
1. Promoting the vocational agri
culture program
2 . Becoming familiar with farming
standards , tYPes and practices
in the camnuni ty
3 � Becoming familiar with local
customs and mores

4.

5.

Becoming acquainted with the
farmers
Relations with local govern

mental agencies (4-H,

s.

C.

Fann Credit, County Agent )

s. ,

Partial
Problem

No

Problem
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS IN ESTABLISHED D EPARTMENTS--

6. Cooperation with civic groups
7. Cooperation with town business
men
8. Contac ting prospective students
9. Housing for teachers
10. Other problems

Definite
Problem

Partial
Problem

No
Problem

---

---------------------

F. �hool Relationships
1. Familiarizing yourself with
other duties assigned to you
by superintendent or principal
2. Preparing and filing records
and reports
3. Scheduling vocational agriculture classes

• ·-l

4. Scheduling field trips

5.

Scheduling contest trips

6. Supervising extra-curricular,
non-agricultural activities
7. Teaching non-agricultural
classes
8� Stu� halls
9 . Home rooms
10. Noon-hour supervision
11. Professional improvement

12. Cooperation with the adminis
trator
13. Coope!ation with other teachers _____
14. Cooperation with the Board of
Education
15. other probl ems___________________
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APPENDIX B

m

QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS

H U MBO LDT

NEW DEPARTMENTS

C O NS O L I D AT E D

H U M B O L D T,

S O U T H

SC H O O L

D A K O T A

Dear Vocational Agriculture Instructor:
I have listed on the following pages in a check list, items under
si.x problem areas that might cause difficulty to beginning teachers
of vocational agriculture. For IJtY' research problem · I am trying to
locate · the maj or pro blems of beginning teachers and, with this infor
mation, attempt to overcome some of these d.if.ficulties through the
voc ational agriculture teacher training department at South Dakota
State College.
Please return this questionnaire to me as soon as it is c onvenient.
• -1

Sincerely,
Wendell J. DeBoer

Directions:

On the �ollow:i.ng pages are listed po ssible problem areas

found by those who are beginning their work in teaching vocational
agriculture .

If , in your beginning teaching experience you have had

considerable diffic ulty concerning the item listed, check
blank under the heading

11

Definite Problem. 11

(0

the

If the item has caused

you some concern, check the blank under the heading "Partial Probl em.
If you haven ' t had
under " No Problem. "

ruv

11

dif.ficulty concerning the item, check the blank

If you have had s ome part icular problem that is

not listed, please write it in the blank entitled "other Problems 11
at the end of each section.

--
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QUFSTIONNAIBE TO TEACHERS IN NEW DEPARTMENTS-PROBLE}.{ AREAS FOR BIDrnNING TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Name

--------------- Department------------

Number of years teaching vocational agriculture

-----

Number of years in present position

A. Classroom Teaching
Ex:ample :

Definite
Problem

Desk for the instructor

1. Selecting and purchasing books
2 . Selecting and purchasing

magazines

3. Obtaining free materials

4.

D eveloping course outlines

Planning instructional units
,. and
preparing daily lesson plans

6. Teaching classes effectively

1 . Conducting supervised study

8. Discipline or improving behavior
of students

9. Organizing and determining how
best to use books, bulletins,
pamphlets and periodicals
10.

Selecting reference materials

11. Filing materials

12. Planning time for individual
instruction
13. lhdgeting time

14. Using student notebooks

15. Maintaining student interest

16. Coping with individual differenc es

-<

Partial
Problem

No
Problan

OU

QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS IN NEW DEPARTMENTS--

17 . Securing adequate materials
and supplies

Definite
Proble.m

Partial
Problem

No
Problem

18. Planning and conducting field
trips
19 . Use of visual materials ( films,
slides , filmstrips)
20. Evaluation of student ' s work
21.

B.

Other problems _____________________

Farm

l.

Mechanics

Securing and arranging shop
equipment

2. Securing adequate shop spac e
3. Detemining what tools are
needed

4.

5.

Selecting and purchasing
supplies and materials
Shop

safety

6. Student behavior in

shop

1 . Housekeeping

8. Developing student interest

9. • Detennining student projects

10. Evaluation of student ' s work

ll. Determining scope and content
· of fa.mi mechanics program
12. Using appropriate teaching
procedures
13. Planning units of cours_e work
and daily lesson plans
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14.

De£inite
Problem
Developing a home farm shop

15. Other problems

c.

1. Student interest in organiz-

ing a chapter

2. DraW:i.ng up a constitution

3. Selection of officers
Developing a program

0£

work

Financing chapter activities

6. Securing FFA paraphernalia

1 . -Se lecting time for· meetings
8. Proper use 0£ parliamentary
procedure

9 � Student behavior at meetings
10. Developing student leadership
and responsibility
11. Publicity

12. Planning initiation and degree
advancement

13. Selecting what FFA trips to
take

14 . Organizing
trips

and

planning FFA

15. Training public speakers

16. Selecting judging team members

17 . other problems

No
Problem

---------------------

Future Farmers of America

4.
5.

Partial
Problem
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Problem

D.

Supervis ed Farming

1. Initiating the supervised fanning program

2 . Maintaining satisfactory
records

3.

Making home farm survey

5.

Helping student plan his program

4.
6.

Enlisting support and cooperation of parents
Financing the student ' s program

1 . ProViding

a.

9.

tion

individual instruc-

Planning time for home visits
Evaluating individual ' s program

·-

10. Working with town boys and/or
boys With inadequate fac ilities

ll. other problems

E. C<?ffiRU1nity Relationships
1. Selling the vocational agri
culture program
2 . Becoming familiar w.i. th farming
standards , types and practices
in the community
3 . Becoming familiar w.i. th local
customs and mores

4.

Becoming acquainted With farmers___

5.

Rel.ations With local gove� ·
mental agencies ( 4-H, s.c. s. ,

Farm Credit, County Agent )

Partial
Problem

No
Problem
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6. Cooperation with civic groups
7 . Cooperation With town business
men
8. Contacting prospective students
9 . Housing for teachers
10. other problems

Definite
Problen

Partial
Problem

No
Problem

---

---------------------

F. School Relat ionships
1. Familiarizing yourself with
other dut ies assigned to you
by superintendent or principal
2. Preparing and filing records
and reports

J . Scheduling vocational agri�

4.

culture classes

Scheduling field trips

,. Scheduling contest trips

6. Supervising extra-curricular,
non-agricultural actiVi.ties

1 . Teaching non-agricultural
classes

8. Stud;y halls
9. Hane rooms

10. Noon-hour supervision

11. Professional improvement

12. Cooperat ion with the administrator
13. Cooperation with other teachers ------

14 .

Cooperation with the
Education

Bo ard

of

1,. other problems,___________________
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APPENDIX C

NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF PARTICIPATING
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE nISTRUCTORS
Teacher

Department

James Anderson

Scotland

G. Albert Behl

Centerville

Glen Binegar

Ipsrlch

Maurice Biersbach

WaubcV

Kenneth Ibhuslov

Elkton

Donald Booker

Waverly

fuane Colburn

Willow lake

James Harper

Wilmot

Elmer Havemann

Ihrke

Wilfred Reiter

Barnard

Roger Heller

...._

New Effington

I.a:wrenc e Hohbach

Beresford

Jens Jensen

Gregory

Walter Johnso n

Newell

Roger Jones

Britton

wren Kasten

Marion

Tom Lippert

Iemmon

Morris Magnuson

Volga

Robert Malthesen

Roslyn

Arthur Matson

lake Preston

Truman Maursetter

Garretson

Ivle Mc �llan

Mc Intosh

�ond Moore

Martin
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE INSTRUCTORS-
Teacher

Paul

Murray

Marlowe Ohman

Department
Parker
Letcher

Raymond Reiff

CoJ.man

Edward Rennas

Hudson

Farl Richter

Doland

Robert Robertson

Chester

Philip Salem

Tyndall

Richard Schimitz

Bristol

Elden Schmahl
Walter Schulz
William Templin

�an
Wessington Springs

Bryant

Gillard Tenneboe

Platte

Sylvan Vigness

Flandreau

Bernard Uthe

Levi Wade
Wilford Wallace
George Wells
George Wilcox

Rutland
Wolsey
Salem
Iennox
Groton

